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Hello,

Welcome to American Youth Soccer Organization Region 137. The coaching 
staff would like to thank you for expressing your interest in coaching youth 
soccer. Each year the biggest challenge we face is providing enough volunteers 
for our rapidly expanding Region. You can help make sure that every player can 
be placed on a team by deciding to coach this season. This year that challenge 
will be greater than ever. Some changes have been instituted in order to give 
the players better coaching and skills and more importantly more fun. Region 
137 continually looks for new and exciting ways to improve our programs and 
enhance your child's soccer experience. 

The booklet you have in your hands represents an effort to better inform and 
educate our Region's coaches. Many individuals who decide to coach youth 
soccer do so without any prior knowledge of the game, having never played the 
game, or maybe never even seen it played. Unlike other sports such as baseball, 
which is passed down from parent to child, soccer is a game that is passed 
up from child to parent at this time in the United States. As a result your first 
experience with the game may be still to come. I realize that committing to coach 
in a sport with perhaps no previous knowledge of that sport can be an unnerving 
feeling, but let me assure you we were all in a similar situation at one time. It is 
for this reason that Region 137 offers an extensive training program to help you 
learn the skills necessary to teach the players the game of soccer and to provide 
the correct learning environment. 

The Coaching Staff consists of the Regional Coaching Administrator and 
Ten Division Directors who you may rely on to answer questions and provide 
assistance in any way possible. These Division Directors will be highly visible 
on Saturdays to make sure you are supported in your duties as the primary 
instructor of the players. 

Whether you are a first time or a returning coach, we strongly recommend 
that you take every opportunity to expand your knowledge in the sport. This can 
be done by attending all the offered clinics, reading books, soccer videos and 
watching games on TV. Another good way to learn the game is to become a 
Referee. This will give you valuable insight into what your players can and can't 
do on the field as well as provide the Region with much needed Referees. Each 
team will be asked to present a candidate for referee training. 

**Important**
Please Read



• Please call your players/parents and introduce yourself within the first 
week of receiving your team. Verify from each parent that the contact 
number you have is the most reliable. If you can’t come in contact with a 
player please let us know ASAP.

• Set your time and days for your practices. Please remember it’s your 
decision when and where practices will be. Please keep a consistent 
schedule for the courtesy of the parents.

• Schedule a team meeting – Let your parents know that you need a team 
manager and see if you can get an asst. coach for emergency reasons. 
Please insure that your parents have all the information (time and dates) 
necessary to attend all functions. This will help you throughout the season.

• Have all your emergency cards signed and with you at every practice and 
game.

• Please read Region 137 Regional guidelines online at www.ayso137.net 
for important information.

• Please review all dates and schedule accordingly. 

• Please utilize your resources for help. You can contact your division 
director for assistance. 

 

Practice Info

Practice Time:



U6/U8- Twice a week for one hour each

U10-U12- Twice a week for one hour and a half each

U14-U19- Twice a week for two hours each

Practice Locations:

U10-U19

Are allowed to practice at Valley Wide. Field space is a first come first serve. Coaches 
can’t show up earlier than half hour before their scheduled practice to reserve field 
space. For insurance reasons it is mandatory for the coach to notify the division director 
of the place, time and day of your practices if you’re choosing an offsite practice field.

U6/U8

Are not allowed to practice at Valley Wide unless you are also coaching an upper 
division. For insurance reasons it is mandatory for the coach to notify the division 
director of the place, time and day of your practices. 

Off site locations to choose from:

Valle Vista area: 
• Bill Gray Park (Lake ST/Charlton)
• Valle Vista Valley Park (Fairview/Acacia) 
• Fairview (North of Florida Ave by Fire Station) 

Central Hemet:
• Searl Park (Buena Vista north of Menlo)

West Hemet Area:
• Gibbel Park (Devonshire and Kirby)
• Mary Henley Park (Kirby and Johnson)
• Brubaker Park (Mustang Way and Cawston)

San Jacinto Area:
• Valley Wide (Out front in the grass by the Playground)
• Rancho San Jacinto (Hewitt and Esplanade)

RATINGS EXPLANATION SHEET



PHYSICAL SKILLS

♦ Speed: 
What is the player's speed when dribbling the ball? Can player maintain their 
speed and still control the ball? Can player change speeds, fast to slow or slow to fast, 
and still control the ball? 
What is the player's top speed without the ball in comparison to the rest of the division? 
 
♦ Endurance: 
Is player in good physical shape and able to maintain a high quality level of play for the 
duration of the game? 

TECHNICAL/BALL SKILLS

♦ Passing: 
Can player make a good quality pass with the correct pace and placement that the 
situation requires? 

♦ Heading: 
Can player head the ball with proper technique, able to provide placement and direction 
also? Is player willing to challenge for a ball in the air? 

 ♦ Shooting: 
Can player shoot consistently, using good technique and good placement? Can player 
shoot both on the ground and into upper corners, close range and long range? Does 
player use good shot selection? 

♦ Dribbling: 
Can player dribble effectively, using both feet, make deceptive or space creating 
moves? Does player keep proper spacing between self and the ball depending on the 
situation... etc, keep it close in traffic vs. pushing the ball ahead in open space. Can 
player change speeds while still controlling the ball? 

♦ Receiving: 
Can player receive the ball in a variety of ways (ie, head, chest, thigh, 
inside/outside of foot...) and maintain control, keeping it within playing distance, 
recognizing when and how to play it into open space? 

♦ Weak Foot / Non-dominant Foot: 
Is player willing and able to play the ball (dribble, turn, shoot...) with their non-dominant 
foot? 



TACTICAL/DECISION MAKING

♦ Movement without the Ball: 
Does player move without the ball — to an open space or to create space? Is the 

player creative in moving to support the Attack or to support other defenders?  

♦ Communication: 
Does player communicate well with teammates? On field communications include calling 
for the ball, directing teammates on attack or defense, 
communicating support to teammates. 

♦ Individual Defense: 
Does player have good individual defensive skills? Does player know when to attack the 
ball, when to delay the ball handler so defensive help can come in, and how to support 
play defensively? Does player work to get the ball back 
immediately if control is lost in the attacking zone? 

♦ Creativity with the Ball: 
Is player creative with dribbling skills, creative in moving the ball up the field, unafraid to 
make runs with the ball? 

Can Good Coaching Make a Difference?
In a child's Life



Hopefully all of us at some time in our lives will have the experience of 
meeting a former player now fully grown that we once coached. If you have done 
your job properly as a coach, that player will lead you on a nostalgic 
journey of all the great times you had together and thank you for the lessons they 
learned not just about soccer but about life. Every Coach should be a great role 
model. Coaching children is a tremendous responsibility and a privilege, one 
that each of us must take seriously. Nothing compares with the satisfaction of 
knowing that you have made a difference in the life of a child, helping them find 
the right direction and make the right decisions. Coaching youth sports provides 
an alternative to getting into trouble on the streets and gives a child an 
opportunity to do something physical and not just sit in front of the TV. 

In the Individual's Performance

The Coach has the chance to mold an inexperienced player into a talented 
one. If the Coach has good technical knowledge and can present that knowledge 
in a way young players can understand, each player's individual skills will 
improve leading to greater self-confidence and self-esteem. Most players when 
given good technical instruction and positive coaching will respond with their 
best effort. AYSO is unique in youth sports. You will have players with a great 
diversity of skills. You as the Coach must raise the level of all the players and the 
performance of the team. 

What does it take to be a good coach?

The most important job of the Coach is to make sure that each and every 
child is having fun. One bad experience, and that child may never get involved 
with sports again. It is also very important that you as the coach can relate to 
the child on their level and that your expectations are equal to the age group's 
abilities, remember this isn't the "WORLD CUP". You as the coach must be able 
to take what you know about the sport and communicate that to the players. That 
must seem obvious, but many times the person with the most soccer knowledge 
does not necessarily make the best coach. You must be .a teacher of the sport, 
the practice field a classroom and game day an exam, not for the players but for 
you as the coach. You must constantly evaluate your teaching methods to see 
where you can grow as a coach. Humility is an admired quality in a coach, no 
matter how long you may have been involved in the sport there is always more 
to learn. When you think you can learn no more in the world of soccer it is time 
to call it quits. Think of this each time you have the chance to attend a coaching 
clinic, (no matter how basic), and ask yourself “Am I doing all I can to give the 
players the best coaching possible?” 

What equipment is necessary?

Soccer is a sport that requires little in the way of equipment. Here is a short list of 
everything you would need to train your team. Not all these items are necessary 
but many could be helpful. Whistle, cones or discs to mark the practice area, 



extra balls (2 or 3) the players often forget one, ball pump, ball pump needles, 
small first-aid kit, PVC poles for making small goals or boundary markers 5 feet 
tall by 4 or 1 inch, extra shin guards, extra socks (team's color), extra shoelaces, 
and scrimmage vests. 

What are the Coaches responsibilities?

First, let's define what are not the coaches duties. The coach is not an 
administrator. The coach's job is to teach the sport of soccer not make the 
banner, organize the snack schedule or to make a million phone calls. Those 
duties are the responsibility of the team managers(s). The coach must make his/ 
her wishes and needs known to a staff of individuals that the coach has recruited 
to help run the team. Every member of the team (Coach, Parent and Player) will 
enjoy the season more if many volunteers come forward to assist the coach. The 
coach may then concentrate on the business of coaching. What then are the 
coach's duties? Education of the players and themselves in the sport of soccer. 
The safety of the players and their enjoyment of the game. The coach is also 
responsible for activating a desire to be self-motivated within each child. The 
coach must also have at all times the player liability release forms provided by 
the Region when teams are handed out. Make a second copy for your Assistant 
coach in case you can't be at a practice or game. Please do not allow children 
not assigned to your team to practice with you. It is also necessary for every 
Coach to be Safe Haven certified 

Parent's Responsibilities

A parent's responsibilities are fairly simple. In order for their child to get the most 
out of their soccer experience each parent must support the COACH, ALL the 
players on the TEAM, the REFEREES and AYSO REGION .137. A parent must 
also make the commitment to deliver their child to practice and games on time 
and stay if possible to help the coach. If it is not possible to stay at practice their 
child must be picked up promptly at the end of practice. 

Player's equipment

Each player must have shin guards to play soccer. This is the only mandatory 
piece of equipment and should cover three-quarters of the shin. However, it is 
strongly recommended that each player also have proper cleats, (multi-purpose 
without a toe cleat), a ball suited to their age division (U6 and U8, size 3, U10 
and U12 size 4, U14, U16 and U19 size 5). Water for every practice no matter 



how hot or cold the day and to be appropriately dressed in comfortable clothes. 

What to do when you get your team.

It is recommended that as soon as you receive your team, you immediately 
contact all the players and arrange a team meeting. Don't wait, some families 
will have vacation plans in the month of August or otherwise be unable to attend 
your first meeting or practices. If you cannot contact a player try to reach them 
through the emergency contact numbers listed on their player release form. If 
you still can’t reach them email the Registrar at Registrar@ayso137.net who will 
assist you in contacting that player. Starting practice as soon as possible gives 
your team an advantage over those teams, which get a late start. At the teams 
first meeting you should discuss many things. First introduce yourself and tell 
the parents about yourself and your experience with soccer. Don't be concerned 
if you are a first time coach, most of the parents will also be experiencing youth 
soccer for the first time. Ask for their help. Everything will run smoother if you 
can recruit as many parents to help you as possible. A reliable assistant coach 
and an efficient team manager are a must to help spread the responsibilities of 
running the team. It is important to send home a letter outlining your expectations 
of the players and their parents. Below you will find a sample letter you may use. 
The role that parents play in the life of a soccer player has a tremendous impact 
on their experience. With this in mind, we have taken some time to write down 
some helpful reminders for all of us as we approach the upcoming season. If you 
should have any questions about these thoughts, please feel free to discuss it 
with us, the coaches. 

Sample

Dear parents and players, 

Welcome to Hemet / San Jacinto AYSO. I hope to make this season a 
memorable one for us all. I would like to tell you what I need from you as 
parents in order to make this possible. First, your child must bring proper 



equipment to each and every practice. This includes shin-guards, cleats and 
water. I also request that your child bring a soccer ball appropriate for their age. 
More balls at practice means more touches on the ball which leads to better 
skills. Because I can only spend a limited time each week coaching your child at 
practice, I will often ask that they practice certain skills at home. Having their own 
ball will make this possible. Also, since practice time is limited, having your child 
to practice on time is very important to me. A child arriving late forces the coach 
to stop whatever they are doing and catch that child up to the rest of the team. If 
your child needs to miss practice please call and tell me before hand if possible, 
I may need to change the planned activities for that day. Please make certain 
that you can make a full time commitment to the team. Excessive absenteeism 
not only hurts the team but your child as well. I would like parents to participate 
in the team as much as possible whether it is helping with practice, making the 
team banner, or supporting Region 137 in general. Each team will be required to 
send a refereeing candidate for training) guarantee a referee for each game that 
we play. Those teams that do not have a referee will not be guaranteed referees 
on game day. {hope that I have provided enough information to insure a smooth 
start to the season. If you have any questions please call me at (home phone #) 

Here are some additional points you might make in your letter:

1. Let the coaches coach: Leave the coaching to the coaches. This includes 
motivating your child for practice and games, setting goals, etc. You have 
entrusted the care of your child to the coaches and they need to be free to 
do their job. If a player has too many coaches, it is confusing for him and his 
enjoyment usually declines. 

2. Support the program: Get involved. Volunteer. Help out with fundraisers, car-
pool, anything to support the program. 

3. Be your child's best fan: Support your child unconditionally. Do not 
withdraw love when your child performs below your expectations. Your child 
should never have to perform to win your love. 

4. Support and root for all the players on the team: Foster teamwork. 
Your child's teammates are not the enemy. When they are playing better 
than your child, your child has a wonderful opportunity to learn. 

5. Do not bribe or offer incentives: Your job is not to motivate. Leave this to 
the coaching staff. Bribes will distract your child from properly concentrating in 
practice and game situations and hinders teamwork. 

6. Understand and display appropriate game behavior: Remember, your child's 
self-esteem and enjoyment of the game is at stake. Be supportive, cheer, and 
be appropriate (see section on Sideline Etiquette in the Region Handbook). To 
get the most out of playing soccer, a player needs to focus on the parts of the 
game that they can control (their fitness, positioning, decision making, skills, 



aggressiveness, and the game situation). If the player starts focusing on what 
can not be controlled (the condition of the field, the referee, the weather, the 
opponent, even the outcome of the game), the player will not be able to play to 
their potential. If they hear a lot of people telling them what to do, or yelling at the 
referee, it diverts their attention away from the task at hand. 

7. Help your child keep their priorities straight: Help your child maintain a focus 
on schoolwork, relationships and the other things in life beside soccer. Also, if 
your child has made a commitment to soccer, help him fulfill his obligation to the 
team.

8. Reality test: If your child has come of the field when his team has lost, but he 
has played his best, help him to see this as a “win". Remind him that he is to 
focus on “the process" and not the “results". His fun and satisfaction 
should be derived from striving to do his very best.

9. Keep soccer in its proper perspective: Soccer should not be larger than life 
for you. If your child's performance produces strong negative emotions in you, 
suppress them. Remember your relationship will continue with your children long 
after their soccer days are over. Keep your goals and needs separate from your 
child's experience. 

10. Have fun: That is what we will be trying to do! We will try to challenge your 
child to reach beyond their "comfort level" and improve themselves as a player, 
but more importantly as a person. We will attempt to do this in environments that 
are fun, yet challenging. 

Sideline Etiquette

AYSO soccer encourages positive self-esteem, discipline, personal 
responsibility, teamwork, acceptance of and learning from disappointment and 
success, and perseverance. It is also an enjoyable game to watch as well as to 
play. We believe that quality soccer can and should be developed and that it can 
and should be fun. Therefore, the emphasis of our program is not on who wins 
but how did the individuals and teams develop and did they have fun in doing so. 
We want all participants to reach their full, age appropriate potential and enjoy 
themselves in the process. 



As spectators, we must all realize that the players are trying their best 
and deserve our very best in the way of support and encouragement. Negative 
comments have no place on the field or on the sidelines. We need to recognize 
that the effort of each player is 100% well intended and encourage each player 
to maintain that effort, It is also important to recognize all good play being 
demonstrated by the players, whether or not that player is on the team you're 
affiliated with. 

The area of the field that the spectators occupy Is on your own team's 
side, no closer than two yards from the touchline, and between the penalty 
areas. Under no circumstances will anyone be allowed to watch from behind the 
goal lines. Familiarize yourself with these field markings and remain within the 
area defined. 

Allow the coach to be the sole source of coaching during the game, 
communicating tactical or technical adjustments to the players. As a coach, be 
sure that your coaching during the game is limited, positive, and instructive. 
Giving play by play instructions to the players thwarts their ability to put into effect 
the lessons you have stressed in practices and disallows them the opportunity 
to think on their feet. The area off the field that the coaches occupy is called 
the "technical area" and is on your own team's side, no closer than one yard 
from the touch line, and up to ten yards from either side of the halfway line. the 
“technical area" is limited to those persons who are on record and registered 
with the region as the head coach and assistant coaches (two maximum) for that 
team. Not only are these to be the only persons occupying the “technical area", 
they are the only persons who may coach (give tactical or technical information) 
during the course of a game. 

An important aspect of the AYSO program is sportsmanship. Our children 
need to experience: 

1. the fun of hard fought but fair competition 
2 winning graciously 
3. losing graciously 
4. improving one's abilities through practice 
5. learning the social skills involved in becoming a member of a team 
6. Acknowledging good play by teammates as well as opponents 

One of the ways in which our children can learn and continue to have these 



experiences is by our demonstration of good sideline behavior. Our children 
learn by watching our conduct. Keep a positive outlook and demonstrate it by 
supporting the coaches, the players and the referees, in spite of any mistakes 
they may make during the course of a game. 

3 Vs 3 Tournament

Each year the Region holds a 3 vs. 3 Tournament to promote basic skills 
and introduce the triangle system of passing. This tournament will be open to 
divisions U8 - U19. For you as the coach, this tournament gives you a very early 
look at the strengths and weaknesses of your team. More information will be 
available at the team handout meeting. 

Balanced Teams

Every year many hours are spent balancing teams in order to uphold 
one of the basic philosophies of AYSO. Each region in AYSO must implement 
a program for balancing teams. There are a variety of ways to accomplish this, 
all of which evaluate each individual player's abilities and form teams with an 
overall, approximately equal rating: each team being comprised of similar, if not 
equal, numbers of all levels of players and experience. 

In Region 137, all players in divisions U19 through U6 are rated at the end of 
the season by their coaches. This information, along with the player's age, is 
input into a computer program available through the AYSO National Support 
Center. All new players are given equivalent ratings, as we have no way to 
assess them without putting them through a tryout process. We believe this is an 
unnecessary stress to put new players through and believe that equivalent rating 
balances out overall. Following the final registration for our Region, all the player 
data is input into the computer. We then ask the computer to form a particular 
number of teams and thus, balanced teams are formed. The process of team 
balancing and formation is accomplished through the efforts of board members 
and other volunteers in the region. Anyone is welcome to help with this lengthy 
and arduous process. The result of the process is that no team has all the most 
experienced players, no team has all the first year players, and each team starts 
out with an equal footing. 

Sticks and Stones and Team Names 

With the new fall season about to get under way, think about the 
message a team name can send. Team names obviously cannot be derogatory 
or lewd. But seemingly innocent names can be inflammatory, too. Region 137 
teams must be sensitive to the message a team name sends. 
Some guidelines: 



1. AYSO Rules and Regulations state, Team names shall bear no resemblance 
to a religion or nationality. 
2. Avoid names alluding to a team's ethnic make-up. 
3. Keep team names appropriate to the age of the players. 
4. Use basic sound judgment and good taste. 

Sample Team Names: 

Radical Raspberries Zap Geckos Beanie Babes Sassy Sunflowers Sidewinders 
TNT Invaders United Storm No Fear Team Effort Dinokids Attack Tidal Wave 
Raptors Unruly Goal shooters Renegades Smuts Stingrays Firebirds Big Green 
Fireballs Red Hots Little Rascals Avalanche Volcanos Goof Troop Thunder 
Rock-its Tazmanian Devils Hurricanes Velocity Dynamo Flames Thunderbirds 
Ladybugs Devastation Awesome Powers Rugrats Untouchables Terminators 
Rampage Valley Girls Strikers Nameless Wonders Total Chaos Hotshots 
Heartbreakers Absolute Power Gladiators Surfer Chics Exceed Show me the 
Goal All American Girls Soccer Chics Dinomights Mustangs Firecrackers Dream 
Team Whiplash Blues Brothers Brutal Barbies Quicksilver Hammerheads 
Illusions Fusion Radioactive Power Kickers Ricochet Girl Power Net shredderz 
Go Getters Grass Stains Biohazard. 

Positive Coaching 

Positive Coaching is one of the five tenants of the AYSO philosophy, but 
sometimes we coaches just can't find the right words. One rule to remember: 

Always build-up never tear down. This doesn't mean that you should avoid 
constructive criticism. Just be very careful how you do it.. The basics of being a 
good coach are grounded in how you work with the kids and not necessarily how 
much you know about the sport. Knowledge of the game will come in time, but 
knowing how to work with children must come first. Children are sometimes very 
fragile. 

The Content and Organization of a Practice 

Selecting a Practice Site 

Selecting a practice site is a very important decision. Try to select a site 
that is convenient for you. Don't make the mistake of trying to be democratic. NO 
matter what the team decides it won't make everyone happy. So do what's best 
for you. After all, you are the one donating your time to coach the team. If you are 
coaching U6 or U8 you will not be able to practice at Valley-Wide. That site is set 
aside for upper division teams. I also recommend going somewhere else besides 
Valley-Wide even if you have an upper division team. It gets very crowded there 
especially after the time change in October. Try to select two unchanging days 



and times to hold practice, (parents are creatures of habit), change your practice 
days, site or times and attendance will drop off. When selecting a site remember 
that it is not necessary to have a marked "Soccer field". Practice can easily be 
held in a thirty square yard area for any age group. Practice length is strictly 
defined by the Regional Guidelines and are as follows: Under 6 and Under 8, 
one hour twice a week, Under 10 and Under 12, one and one half-hours twice a 
week, and Under14, Under 16 and Under 19, two hours twice a week. 

Preparation 

In order to have a successful practice some prior planning is required. 
Some days it is difficult to arrive at the practice site with a well thought out plan. 
You might be rushing from work straight to the practice field. But, with a little 
preparation, practice can go much smoother. The first thing you must do is to 
decide what the theme of the day will be. Will it be shooting or passing or maybe 
small group defending. Once you decide, write down several games or drills that 
can be used to teach that skill. Don't forget to include the dimension of time in 
the practice plan. Try not to spend more than fifteen minutes on any one thing 
if coaching very young players and perhaps up to twenty-five minutes for older 
players. The easiest way to lose control of a practice is by boring the players 
into unruly behavior. If something isn't working move on to the next game, don't 
waste your time trying to make something work. Another important aspect of 
preparation is to arrive early and set up your field ahead of time. The transition 
between planned activities should take no longer than the time needed for the 
players to have a short water break. If you as the coach take ten minutes to set 
up the next game you will lose control of the practice. 

Warm-up 

It is important for soccer players of all ages to warm up properly before any 
practice or game. Even though it is unlikely for a 5-year-old to pull a muscle it is 
important to start good habits early. Warming up also serves to give a definite 
beginning to practice and helps young players settle down and focus on what is 
to come later in practice. There are several great warm-ups that can be used with 
players of all ages. 

1. Ball taps: The player stands behind their ball and alternately raises one then 
the other foot to touch the top of the ball. This should be done slowly at first and 
then with increasing speed as the skill develops. Ask the player to touch the ball 
each time without allowing the ball to move. This can be done for as little as 60 
seconds and still gets the blood moving through the muscles. 



2. Ball jumps: The player stands next to their ball and jumps from side to side 
over the ball. This motion is somewhat like the movements of a downhill 
skier. The player should concentrate on keeping their feet together and 
landing as close to the ball as possible. 

3. Bells: The player stands over the ball with feet slightly spread and knocks the 
ball back and forth between the arches of the feet The ball should travel 
straight from foot to foot; the player should not chase the ball. Turning each 
foot in slightly to keep the ball under the body can prevent this. 

4. Scissors: Pass the foot over the ball in a circular motion. Clockwise for the 
right foot, Counter-clockwise for the left, alternating each pass over the ball. 
Make sure the player stays up on the balls of their feet and hops from one 
foot to the other. 

5. Figure eights: Roll the ball with the hands between the legs and around each 
foot. 

Stretching

Under no circumstance should any stretching be done before the players 
have warmed up. There is a great example that we can use to understand why. 

Take a frozen piece of meat out of the freezer and try to stretch it. If you could 
apply enough pressure, it would tear, but let that same piece of meat warm up 
and it becomes very pliable and stretches easily. Until there is sufficient blood 
flowing through the muscles, don't stretch. See the pictures below for a few 
stretching ideas. 

Coaching using Games

Small teaching games are the most effective method of teaching soccer 
players of all ages and skill levels. Even professional teams do not waste their 
time playing eleven vs. eleven scrimmages. Training is most effective in small 
groups where each player can receive as many touches on the ball as possible. 
When dealing with young players remember the more time they have to fool 
around, the more time they will fool around. The secret is to keep them busy 
and in constant motion. Any time a player spends time standing in line waiting 
for their turn it’s a waste of valuable practice time and an opportunity to be 
disruptive. Therefore, it is your best interest to involve all the players in every 
moment of practice. There are many great resources available to the coach in 
either book or video format. 

Test what you taught



After you have used a game to teach a particular skill, how do you 
know it was successful? There must be some way of testing the player's 
improvement this is where the "Coaching Cycle" comes to the rescue. First 
let's define the "Coaching Cycle." AYSO's Youth Coaching Manual defines the 
coaching cycle as, "the identification of techniques and tactics to be taught with 
accompanying conditioning.” The elements of practice are taught to improve 
player and team performance. You evaluate player and team performance and 
select elements to be taught at the next practice. This definition is technical and 
does not fully explain the "Coaching Cycle". Another way to see the "coaching 
cycle" follows. Your primary job on game day is to observe your team’s strengths 
and weaknesses and then form a plan for the next practice to correct the 
weaknesses. At the new practice you should have selected a few games which 
are designed to improve the team’s skills in specific areas. Once the teaching 
games have been played it is then time to "test what you taught." A diagram 
follows that shows how the Coaching Cycle works. 

Put the players into a situation where they must now use the skills worked 
on earlier in practice, stand back and observe. If you are satisfied with the 
results continue on at the new practice with a different skill, if not plan more 
teaching games for the next practice that will continue to work the areas that 
still need improvement. When the players are comfortable with a skill it’s time 
to make it harder. How do you do this? In the chart above there is a box with 
the words (speed, space, and opposition), you will use these elements to make 
the basic skills more, or less difficult. SPEED: Change the pace at which the 
skill is performed. SPACE: Increase or decrease the allowed playing area. 
OPPOSITION: Add or remove opponents to further complicate and challenge the 
skills being thought. A surprisingly small library of games can provide an infinite 
number of variations, if you use a little imagination and the principles of Speed, 
Space and Opposition. 

The End of practice

Another important part of each practice is the "cool down". Players, 
(Especially in the upper divisions) need some light jogging or other activity to 
slow down and gradually lower their heart rate. An abrupt end to strenuous 
physical activity could be harmful to the muscles. Keep the end of your practice 
simple. No long speeches or pep talks, just the need to know information, next 
practice, game or special event, tell them great job and let them go home. The 
kids worked hard, they're tried, and they probably can't endure a long discussion 
on the merits of the 4-4-2 versus the 3-3-4 system of play. 

Hydration and Nutrition

Soccer is a very physically demanding game. Sometimes poor performance is 
blamed on inadequate conditioning when in reality it is the result of poor nutrition 
and dehydration. Studies have shown that an adult player can lose 2 liters of fluid 
in 50-degree weather and up to 4 or 5 liters in hot humid conditions during a 90-



minute match. Children can suffer from dehydration as well, especially here in 
Region 137 where early season temperatures can reach 100 degrees or more 
and on occasion be very humid.. Sports drinks such as Gatorade or Powerade 
can replace lost fluids and other nutrients such as sodium to fight off dehydration. 
However, it is not enough to replace fluids after the match; a player must properly 
hydrate several days before a match and maintain a high level of fluid intake to 
ensure proper hydration on game-day. Another challenge is convincing Children 
to eat correctly before a match. Tell your players that in order to play their best 
they need to eat the right foods. Below you will find some recommendations on 
how to eat before a match and some guidelines for meals throughout the week. 
Coaches and Parents should work together to achieve proper nutrition for their 
players. 

BETWEEN GAME SNACKS

Low fat cheese, peanut butter with saltine crackers, yogurt with bananas, 
apples, pears, nectarines, oranges, frozen yogurt, milk, pudding, graham 
crackers, pretzels Italian bread with low fat cheese or margarine. This information 
will be important when your team gets to Tournament. They might play two or 
three games in a day. 

Game Day

Without a doubt the toughest time to be a coach is right before the game. 
Wondering whether all the necessary pieces will come together to make the 
experience enjoyable for everyone can cause some anxiety. However there are 
some things you can do the night before to save you some time and worry on 
game day. Fill out your line-up card with the names of all the players. Also you 
should write down the player's positioning by quarter on a separate piece of 
paper to make substitution easier. This will also allow you to make any necessary 
last minute changes in case someone doesn't show up. Make sure your game 
ball is properly inflated and that you have your goalkeeper's jersey. Never let the 
goalkeeper be responsible for it. Doing these things ahead of time will give you 
the luxury of just coaching on game day. Also remember to visit the Cabana each 
Saturday during the season to collect information distributed by the Region. If 
you are scheduled for a night game during the week or play out of town, please 
have a representative from your team stop by on Saturday to pick up your 
information. 



After the Match

It is the accepted practice in Region 137 to give a cheer for the opposing 
team and shake their hands after the match. This includes the coaches. It is 
also mandatory to thank the Referees. The Coach is responsible for setting the 
example when it comes to sportsmanship. No matter the result of the game there 
is never a reason to be unsporting. Make certain that your comments to the team 
after the game consist of positive comments and keep your statements brief. 
Next practice, next game, etc. Remember they probably want to go home or be 
with their friends. 

THE AYSO COACH PLEDGE

In my words and actions I pledge to 

1. Enthusiastically support and practice the AYSO Philosophies of: 
Positive Coaching, Good Sportsmanship, Everyone Plays, Balanced Teams, 

Player Development and Open Registration.
2. Stay informed about sound principles of coaching and child development. 
3. Respect the game and know the Laws.
4. Emphasize to my players that they must abide by the Laws of the Game at all 
times. 
5. Develop a true respect for the judgment of all Referees. 
6. Develop a team respect for the ability of our opponents. 
7. Ensure a safe environment for my players. 
8. Never yell at or ridicule a player. 
9. Always set a good example. 
10. Remember that Soccer is a game and that all games should be fun' 



Make sure that your game card is filled out properly. 

Include every player assigned to your team whether or not they will be present 
that day. Fill in the Region, division, team number, team name, team colors, 
coach's name, assistant's name, the date, time and field. List the players 
numerically, 2-?. Include first and last name. Have the game card filled out and 
ready for the referee when he or she walks onto the field. Mark in the first quarter 
column with an "0" for out, the players that will be on the sideline for the first 
quarter. Do not mark the card for any other quarter. Players may become sick or 
injured or you may wish to change your game plan.

Mark the Captain with a "C".

Mark the Assistant Captain with an "AC".

Mark the Goalkeeper with "GK".

The rest of the game card will be the responsibility of the Referee team who will 
fill out the half-time and final scores and on the back report any discipline action 



taken or any problems encountered. Your help in these matters will allow proper 
record keeping and league standings where applicable. When substituting, 
players leaving the field must do so before their replacement enters. All players 
must enter or leave the field at the centerline at midfield. This will help speed up 
substitutions and make for less confusion.


